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FINI PIONEER 244
COMPRESSOR 1.5Hp 

        

   

Product price:  

247,05 € tax excluded  

  

Product description:  

FINI COMPRESSOR PIONEER 244 

Fini PIONEER 244 is a silenced compressor  with a capacity of 10 l can deliver a maximum
pressure of 8 bar by means of a pump OL244 with a power of 1.1KW.

Fini's silenced compressors are composed of powerful pumping units that guarantee very high
efficiency and reliability at the highest levels. 

Fini PIONEER 244 features an oilless pumping unit with an extremely quiet, maintenance-free
and environmentally friendly low-speed motor, protected by a solid steel frame for easy handling.

The Fini silenced compressor is easily transportable thanks to its compact and lightweight size,
which allows you to employ the FINI PIONEER 244 as an emergency compressor.

Fini PIONEER 244 are very quiet piston compressors designed and developed for all household
jobs, hobbyist garage applications and craftsmen. With attention to every smallest detail, they are
suitable for all applications requiring low noise emissions.

The silenced compressor is an efficient way to solve the problem of noise in the working
environment, these compressors are distinguished on the market for the lowest noise level in the
category.

The combination of high quality materials and the utmost accuracy in the assembly of the
machine ensure quietness, excellent performance and long life.

FINI PIONEER 244 stands as a reference for hobbyists who want a reliable, quiet, lightweight
and high-performance machine.

It has a capacious 10-liter compressed air storage tank. It weighs 25.4 kg and can be easily
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transported thanks to its wheels and top handle.

TECHNICAL FEATURES FINI PIONEER 244

Voltage: 230V
Frequency: 50Hz
Pump: OL244
Capacity cylinder: 10 l
RPM: 1450 RPM
Power: 1.1KW - 1.5HP
Air output: 130Lt/min - 4. 6cfm
Pressure: 8 bar - 116 psi
Acoustic pressure: 64 dB(A)
Length: 405 mm
Width: 395 mm
Height: 697 mm
Weight: 28 Kg

If you are looking for another product then you can see on our catalog other compressors FINI or
other specialized brand.

Images and technical data are not binding and may be subject to revisions by the manufacturer.

  

Product features:  

Frequency (Hz): 50
Voltage (V): 230
Engine rpm (rpm): 1450
Power (KW): 1.1
Pump type: OL244
Pressure (bars): 8
Tank capacity (L): 10
Air output (L/min): 130
Mechanical power (hp): 1.5
Acoustic pressure: 64 dB(A)
Length (mm): 405
Width (mm): 395
Height (mm): 697
Dry weight (Kg): 28
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